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Abstract Reducing the short-circuit rate and increasing 
the effective discharge rate are important targets for improv-
ing the servo control effect of micro-electrical discharge 
machining (micro-EDM), as these two indicators are closely 
related to the machining efficiency and quality. In this study, 
a feed-pulse collaborative control (FPCC) method is pro-
posed for micro-EDM based on two dimensions (space and 
time). In the spatial dimension, a feed control strategy with 
a discharge holding process is adopted. Meanwhile, in the 
time dimension, a forward-looking pulse control strategy is 
adopted, in which the pulse interval is adjusted based on a 
sequence analysis of feed commands and discharge states. 
Process experiments are carried out to determine the key 
parameters used in this method, including the discharge 
holding threshold and pulse interval adjustment value 
( Toffadj

 ). The feed smoothness and discharge sufficiency anal-
yses of the experimental results show that compared to the 
traditional double threshold average voltage method, the 
FPCC method reduces the number of long-distance retreats 
by 64% and improves the effective discharge time by 40%.

Keywords Micro-electrical discharge machining (micro-
EDM) · Electrode feed control · Discharge pulse control · 
Machining surface quality

1 Introduction

Micro-electric discharge machining (micro-EDM) is widely 
used in the manufacture of micro-holes and micro-cavities, 
such as in the fuel injectors of automobiles and flow chan-
nels of aero-engines. In recent years, new requirements for 
micro-EDM, including a better surface quality and higher 
aspect ratio, have been put forward owing to developments 
in aerospace, mold manufacturing, and other industrial 
fields. For improving the machining ability of the micro-
EDM technology, in addition to using auxiliary methods 
such as adding an ultrasonic vibration to a feed spindle [1], 
it is more crucial to improve the servo control effect of the 
machining control system itself. This is because the machin-
ing control strategy has a direct impact on the effective dis-
charge rate and short-circuit rate of a machining process, 
which are closely related to the machining efficiency and 
quality [2–4]. Current research on the machining control 
systems of micro-EDM mainly focuses on two aspects: feed 
control (FC) and pulse control (PC), as shown in Fig. 1. FC 
refers to controlling the movement of a spindle to maintain 
an appropriate gap distance, whereas PC refers to control-
ling a pulse power supply to generate a proper discharge 
pulse train.

The FC methods of EDM can be roughly divided into 
threshold control and adaptive control. In a threshold con-
trol method, generally a gap state parameter such as the gap 
voltage or discharge rate is selected as a control target, and 
a reference threshold is predetermined for this parameter. 
During a machining process, the actual detected gap state is 
compared with the reference threshold; then, the spindle is 
controlled to feed or retreat accordingly. A typical thresh-
old control method is the average voltage method [5, 6]. 
In contrast, the adaptive control method generally refers to 
adaptively or intelligently controlling the electrode feeding 
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process without manually setting thresholds. For example, 
Zhou et al. [7, 8] created a time-varied linear model for an 
EDM process to realize a closed-loop FC. The control law 
established the relationship between the gap servo-voltage 
and machining state, and was able to adaptively adjust the 
controller parameters. Zhang et al. [9] proposed a two-stage 
servo feed controller for micro-EDM based on the type-2 
fuzzy set theory. The first stage was for detecting the dis-
charge state and the second stage was used to obtain an 
appropriate feeding speed. These FC methods were designed 
for different machining requirements, but their successful 
implementations all prove that a suitable gap distance and 
sufficient holding time are the prerequisites for a high-fre-
quency discharge process. This is a practical basis for the FC 
strategy proposed in this study.

The pulse power supply and its control strategy comprise 
another key technology of EDM systems. In micro-EDM, 
a resistor-capacitor (RC)-type pulse generator is generally 
used for the pulse power, because it is easier to produce 
a very small energy than with a transistor-type generator 
[10, 11]. However, by depending solely on the gap state, the 
discharge timing of the RC-type pulse generator is not con-
trollable, making it difficult to immediately cut off abnormal 
discharges [12, 13]. Therefore, a controllable RC-type pulse 
generator is proposed. It is developed by adding several 
metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistors (MOS-
FETs) to an original RC-type circuit. This controllable RC-
type power can generate a desired pulse train according to 
artificially set pulse parameters, such as the pulse on-time 
(Ton) and pulse interval (Toff). Generally, these parameters 
are predetermined and are not changed during machining. 
In recent years, the real-time adjustment of pulse parameters 
has been further studied [14]. For micro-wire-EDM, Yan 
and Chien [15] proposed a pulse interval regulating strategy 
based on identified gap states. When abnormal machining 
states such as arc discharges occurred, the pulse interval was 

extended to allow sufficient time for the debris to be flushed 
out. These studies suggest that appropriate PC is necessary 
during a discharge process.

Existing research studies on servo control strategies for 
micro-EDM generally focus on only one aspect of FC or 
PC. In fact, these two aspects are not completely independ-
ent. A good cooperation between the gap distance control 
and pulse train generation is an important requirement for a 
stable machining process [16]. Han et al. [17] developed a 
transistor-type iso-pulse generator for micro-EDM and new 
FC system using an ignition delay time to monitor the gap 
distance. By integrating the pulse generator with the FC sys-
tem, they obtained a removal rate approximately 24 times 
higher than that of a conventional RC-type pulse generator 
with a constant feed rate. Fu et al. [18] developed a new 
piezoelectric self-adaptive micro-EDM method. The piezo-
electric actuator was not only used to drive the electrode for 
feeding, but also acted as an equivalent capacitor in an RC-
type pulse generator. In this way, a servo control system is 
easy to implement and micro-EDM with a micro-energy at 
a low open voltage can be achieved. These studies indicate 
that substantial improvements in machining effects result 
from a good cooperation between pulse generation and FC.

In this study, to improve the effective discharge rate and 
reduce the short-circuit rate during machining, a feed-pulse 
collaborative control (FPCC) method is proposed for a 
micro-EDM process. The FPCC method realizes the machin-
ing control from the two dimensions of space and time, 
respectively. In the spatial dimension, an FC strategy based 
on effective discharge times is adopted, in which an appro-
priate discharge holding threshold (DHT) is determined to 
increase the discharge probability. Meanwhile, in the time 
dimension, a forward-looking PC strategy is proposed based 
on a feed and discharge sequence analysis. The pulse interval 
is adaptively adjusted according to a predicted gap state to 
reduce the short-circuit rate. To realize the FPCC method, 
a collaborative control system integrating three modules 
(power generator control, discharge state identification, and 
electrode feed drive) is designed.

2  Methodology

2.1  Feed‑pulse collaborative control system

Figure 2 shows the topology of the FPCC system. The field 
programmable gate array (FPGA) is the core unit of the sys-
tem. It generates drive signals for the MOSFETs of an RC-type 
pulse power, acquires voltages from the discharge gap, and 

Fig. 1  Schematic diagram of feed control and pulse control in micro-
EDM
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controls the movement of an electrode feed spindle. In the 
RC-type pulse power, Ce is an energy storage capacitor and Rc 
is a current limiting resistor. Qc and Qd are the MOSFETs used 
to control the charging and discharging process of Ce, respec-
tively. By controlling the turn-on times of Qc and Qd, the pulse 
interval ( Toffadj

 ) and pulse on-time (Ton) of the discharge pulses 
can be adjusted. Qr is used to cut off the path between Ce and 
the discharge gap. It is turned on at an appropriate time to 
release the gap energy. The two voltage probes V1 and V2 are 
designed for gap information collection. V1 is used to detect 
the voltage from the discharge gap (gap voltage), whereas V2 
is set to acquire the Rd voltage for indirectly measuring the gap 
current. The collected V1 and V2 signals are analyzed by the 
FPGA, and then feed driving commands are sent to the spindle 
through a controller area network bus.

The FPCC apparatus consists of an FPGA unit, a group of 
MOSFETs, an RC circuit, and two voltage probes, as shown 
in Fig. 3a. The micro-EDM machine tool used for experi-
ments is shown in Fig. 3b. The spindle module is used to 
realize the clamping, rotation, and feeding of a micro-elec-
trode, whereas the X-axis and Y-axis are adopted to imple-
ment a scanning movement for plane milling. The numerical 
control system of the EDM machine is independently devel-
oped by the in-house team and hence the communication 
between the FPGA and the machine tool can be established 

conveniently through adding several programs to the control 
system.

2.2  Discharge state identification based on single‑pulse 
detection

In EDM, an accurate discharge state identification is the pre-
requisite for effective servo control. A common identification 
method is to judge the discharge state based on the collected 
gap voltage and current within a total servo cycle Ts [19]. 
However, usually, a large number of discharge pulses exist 
within one servo cycle. The collected gap signals may be 
mixed with the information of a non-discharge phase, such as 
pulse interval stage, and may also contain noise components 
[20]. Therefore, it is difficult to accurately locate effective dis-
charge pulses, which may cause misjudgment of a discharge 
state. In this study, with the help of the collaborative control 
system shown in Fig. 1, the starting and ending moments 
of each pulse are precisely known. Therefore, the discharge 
state identification can be performed based on single-pulse 
detection.

As shown in Fig. 4, the driver signal of Qd accurately 
reflects the Ton and Toff stages of each pulse cycle. Considering 
that a discharge only occurs at the Ton stage, the voltage sam-
pling can be performed only if Qd is turned on. When a falling 
edge of V1 and peak value of V2 are detected in a Ton stage, the 
pulse is judged as a normal discharge pulse [21]. In contrast, 

Fig. 2  Topology of the feed-pulse collaborative control system
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an open-circuit pulse and short-circuit pulse respectively cor-
respond to V1 maintaining at a large value or V2 showing an 
exponential decline process.

2.3  Feed control strategy based on effective discharge 
times

The FC is performed based on the statistical results of the 
discharge times within a servo cycle. As shown in Fig. 5, 
during a servo cycle, each pulse is identified and counted 

based on the single-pulse detection described in Sect. 2.2. 
Ndis(k), Nop(k), and Nst(k) represent the number of normal 
discharge pulses, open-circuit pulses, and short-circuit 
pulses within the kth servo cycle, respectively. Ntot(k) is the 
total number of all pulses. When a servo cycle ends, the gap 
state identification and corresponding FC are carried out. If 
Ndis(k) ≥ DHT is satisfied, the current cycle is determined 
as in an effective discharge state and the electrode is con-
trolled to hold at the current position without movement. On 
the contrary, a large value of Nop(k)/Ntot(k) or Nst(k)/Ntot(k) 
means that the gap lies in an open-circuit state or short-
circuit state, and accordingly, the feed or retreat movements 
of an electrode should be carried out. In addition, if none 
of the above conditions are satisfied, it may indicate that 
the gap is in a possible abnormal discharge state. At this 
time, only Qr is turned on to temporarily close the pulse 
output. Nevertheless, it should be pointed out that under the 
control flow shown in Fig. 5, the operation of turning off 
the pulse output is only triggered in a few cases. For most 
actual abnormal discharge states, the retreat movement of 
the electrode is carried out.

The specific control flow of the electrode feeding is as 
follows. The control system executes the operations shown 
in Fig. 5 cyclically with a servo cycle Ts = 100 ms. In a 
servo cycle, each discharge pulse is judged and counted. 
Depending on whether the pulse is judged as a normal dis-
charge pulse, open-circuit pulse, or a short-circuit pulse, one 
of Ndis(k), Nop(k), or Nst(k) is correspondingly increased by 1. 
When one servo cycle ends, that is, when the time of a sin-
gle pulse multiplied by the total number of pulses is greater 
than Ts, Ntot(k)×(Ton+Toff)>Ts, the gap state identification 
and electrode FC are performed. This process is carried out 

Fig. 3  Experimental system a FPCC apparatus and b micro-EDM machine tool

Fig. 4  Drive signal of Qd and voltage waveforms of different pulses
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in the following order. First, the short-circuit state is identi-
fied. If the proportion of short-circuit pulses, Nst(k)/Ntot(k), is 
not less than 90%, the electrode will be controlled to retreat 
immediately and this servo cycle will be ended. On the con-
trary, if the result of Nst(k)/Ntot(k) does not meet the condi-
tions of the short-circuit state, the gap state will continue to 
be identified through the number of normal discharge pulses, 
Ndis(k). If Ndis(k) is greater than DHT, the gap state will be 
identified as an effective discharge state. At this time, the 
electrode will be controlled to hold at current position, that 
is, it will neither feed nor retreat, so as to maintain a stable 
discharge gap. By analogy, if the condition of Ndis(k) ≥ DHT 
is not satisfied, the control system will continue to execute 
an open-circuit state judgment and carry out a corresponding 
electrode FC. Within a single servo cycle, the feed or retract 
distance of the electrode are both 1 um. Through this strat-
egy, the control system can accurately locate the moment 
when an effective discharge state occurs according to the 
statistical results of the discharge pulses. The subsequent 
discharge holding process is conducive to maintaining a 
stable inter-electrode gap, so that the discharge can be fully 
completed.

2.4  Pulse control strategy based on sequence analysis 
of feed commands and discharge states

In the FC strategy proposed in Sect. 2.3, the feed command 
is generated only based on the state of current one servo 

cycle, whereas the discharge states in other historical 
cycles are not considered. This is to ensure a high response 
sensitivity for the electrode feeding process. However, the 
PC can be performed based on the discharge states over 
several consecutive cycles [22]. This is because the dis-
charge state information of multiple cycles can be regarded 
as a time sequence data, which usually shows a tendency 
and can be used to predict the future machining state. For 
example, if the short-circuit state occurs frequently in the 
historical discharge states and the electrode happens to be 
controlled to feed at the current cycle, a high probability 
exists that a short-circuit will occur again in the next cycle. 
In this study, based on the sequence analysis of the feed 
commands and discharge states, a forward-looking PC 
strategy is proposed for temporarily adjusting the pulse 
interval at an appropriate moment. When a short-circuit 
state is predicted to occur, the pulse interval will be 
extended from the predetermined Toff to Toffadj

 , so as to 
provide sufficient time for the recovery of the discharge 
gap and avoid a possible abnormal discharge state. The 
specific PC strategy is as follows.

For the kth servo cycle, the feed command sequence Fd 
and short-circuit ratio sequence Rst composed of several 
historical data can be expressed

(1)Fd = [fd(k − m), fd(k − m + 1), fd(k − m + 2),⋯ , fd(k)],

Fig. 5  Flow chart of feed control strategy
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In the above, fd(k) represents the feed value of the kth 
servo cycle

rst(k) is the short-circuit ratio of the kth servo cycle and is 
calculated

fd (k − m) and rst (k − n) represent the feed value and short-
circuit ratio of the previous mth and nth cycle, respectively. 
Based on the Fd sequence and Rst sequence, f d(k) and rst(k) , 
used to characterize the historical feeding condition and 
short-circuit situation at the kth servo cycle, respectively, 
are proposed

It is believed that the feed command data closer to the 
current kth servo cycle have a greater impact on the gap 
state. Therefore, f d(k) is obtained by taking an exponentially 
weighted average of the Fd data and � is a weighting coef-
ficient. In contrast, by calculating the arithmetic mean of the 
Rst data, rst(k) is used to characterize the deterioration of the 
machining state over a period of time.

As indicated by Eq. (7), in the kth servo cycle, if f d(k) and 
rst(k) are greater than the prediction thresholds Hd and Hst, 
respectively, it is considered that a short-circuit state may 
occur in the next several cycles. At this moment, the pulse 
interval adjustment will be performed.

3  Experimental procedures

3.1  Determination of discharge holding threshold 
(DHT)

In the FC strategy proposed in Sect. 2.3, the DHT is a very 
important parameter because it distinguishes between two 

(2)
Rst = [rst(k − n), rst(k − n + 1), rst(k − n + 2),⋯ , rst(k)].

(3)fd(k) =

⎧
⎪⎨⎪⎩

1, feed,

0, hold,

−1, retreat.

(4)rst(k) = Nst(k)∕Ntot(k).

(5)f d(k)=(1 − �)

M∑
m=0

�
mfd(k − m),

(6)rst(k) =
1

N

N∑
n=0

rst(k − n).

(7)

{|||f d(k)
||| > Hd,

rst > Hst .

types of feed commands: discharge holding or continuous 
feeding. To study the effect of the DHT on a machining 
process, drilling experiments with different DHT values 
were carried out. Table 1 lists the experimental conditions. 
Corresponding to the control system shown in Fig. 2, the 
open-circuit voltage and discharge capacitance in the table 
refer to the voltage of the power supply DC and capacitance 
of Ce, respectively. The setting of Ton and Toff is realized by 
controlling the turn-on times of Qd and Qc.

The experimental results shown in Fig. 6 illustrate the 
machining times and short-circuit rates under different 
DHT values (here, the short-circuit rate refers to the ratio 
of the number of short-circuit cycles to the number of total 
servo cycles). It can be seen that with the increase of DHT, 
the machining time presents a trend of first decreasing and 
then increasing. This can be explained by the relationship 
between the DHT and identified gap state in a servo cycle. 
When a small DHT is used, the gap state is more likely to be 
identified as a discharge holding state, and hence the feeding 
process is relatively slow at this time. For example, setting 
DHT = 1 means that as long as one discharge occurs, the 
electrode will be controlled to wait for discharges instead of 

Table 1  Conditions used in DHT determination experiments

Parameters Conditions

Open-circuit voltage/V 80
Discharge capacity/pF 4 700
Pulse on-time (Ton)/μs 4
Pulse interval (Toff)/μs 6
Workpiece material Stainless steel
Electrode material Tungsten carbide (–)
Electrode diameter/μm 200
Dielectric Deionized water
Spindle speed/(r.min–1) 2 000
Drilling depth/μm 1 000 (Blind hole)
DHT 10, 25, 50, 100, 150, 200−1 000

Fig. 6  Machining time and short-circuit rate under different DHT 
values
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feeding, which will result in a long machining time. There-
fore, within a certain range, increasing the DHT can shorten 
the machining time. However, when an excessively large 
DHT is used, the condition of Ndis(k) ≥ DHT is not eas-
ily satisfied. At this time, a great probability exists that the 
gap state is identified as an open-circuit state and hence the 
electrode is in a consecutive feeding process. The fast feed of 
the electrode causes a large number of short-circuits, thereby 
prolonging the machining time. This analysis can be veri-
fied by the short-circuit rate curve shown in Fig. 6, which 
increases continuously with the increase of the DHT.

The reason for the above phenomenon can be further 
explained based on the effective discharge times during a 
feeding process. For the experiments under different DHT 
values, the average discharge times of a servo cycle Ndis is 
calculated

where K is the total number of servo cycles in a drilling 
process. The results are shown in Fig. 7. A dotted line at 
the position where Ndis = DHT divides the chart into two 
regions: on the upper side of the dotted line, Ndis> DHT. At 
this time, for most of the servo cycles, the gap state tends 
to be identified as an effective discharge state. Conversely, 
on the lower side of the dotted line, Ndis< DHT is satisfied, 
and hence the gap state tends to be identified as an open-
circuit state during most of the servo cycles. In this region, 
even if DHT is increased, Ndis cannot be further improved. 
This indicates that the maximum discharge times that can be 
achieved are basically fixed when the pulse energy is kept 
unchanged. In this case, increasing the DHT will only cause 
an increase in the short-circuit rate.

In conclusion, the DHT can be determined according to 
the “ Ndis-DHT” curve. Firstly, it should be selected on the 
upper side of the dotted line, so that the discharge hold-
ing process can take effect and the short-circuits caused by 

(8)Ndis =

∑K

k=1
Ndis(k)

K
,

excessive feeding can be avoided. On this basis, the DHT 
should be determined as an appropriate value to fully utilize 
the maximum discharge capacity of the power supply. In 
other words, its value should ensure the maximum average 
discharge times by as much as possible. For example, in the 
situation shown in Fig. 7, an appropriate range of the DHT 
may be [100, 300]. In this range, the most suitable value 
should be 150, as the average discharge times at this time 
is the largest.

3.2  Study on pulse interval adjustment strategy

The experiments for studying the pulse interval adjustment 
strategy were carried out according to the conditions shown 
in Table 1. During these experiments, the parameter DHT 
was fixed at 200. First, the experiment without pulse inter-
val adjustment was performed. f d(k) and rst(k) as calculated 
during a machining process were recorded in real time, as 
shown in Fig. 8. According to the changing trend of f d(k) 
and rst(k) , the machining process can be divided into three 
stages: the touch stage, stable machining stage, and deep 
machining stage. When the electrode initially touches the 
workpiece, a stable discharge state has not yet formed, so 
f d(k) exhibits evident oscillations. After a period of time, 
the machining process gradually enters a stable stage. f d(k) 
is basically maintained in a non-negative range, indicating 
that the electrode is in a stable feeding state without frequent 
retreat movements. At this time, rst(k) also remains at a low 
level. However, with an increase in the drilling depth, the 
expelling of debris and introduction of new fluid become 
increasingly difficult. The large oscillation of f d(k) indicates 
the frequent “feed and retreat” movements of the electrode, 
and rst(k) also increases substantially. In this case, the prob-
ability of abnormal discharges is very high and the machined 
surface may be ablated. Therefore, in the unstable machining 
stage, and especially in the deep machining stage, it is nec-
essary to appropriately increase the pulse interval to leave 
sufficient time for the recovery of the discharge gap [23]. As 
for the timing of pulse interval adjustment, it can be deter-
mined by analyzing f d(k) and rst(k) , as already clarified by 
Eq. (7). Moreover, the prediction thresholds Hd and Hst in 
Eq. (7) can be determined according to the main distribution 
ranges of f d(k) and rst(k) in the stable machining stage, as 
shown in Fig. 8.

To determine an appropriate pulse interval adjustment value 
Toffadj

 , experiments with different values of Toffadj
 were carried 

out. The recorded short-circuit rates of the different experi-
ments are shown in Fig. 9. In all experiments, the preset pulse 
interval Toff is 6 μs. The first data point in the figure shows the 
initial short-circuit rate of the experiment without the pulse 
interval adjustment, whereas the next three data points are the 
short-circuit rates when the pulse interval is expanded to two 

Fig. 7  Average discharge time Ndis under different DHT values
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times, three times, and four times the original value at an 
appropriate time. It can be found that the adoption of the PC 
strategy significantly reduces the short-circuit rate of a machin-
ing process. In other words, prolonging the pulse interval 
before a predicted poor machining state can reduce the prob-
ability of abnormal discharges. Another finding is that the 
short-circuit rate does not decrease further with the increase 
of Toffadj

 . This may be owing to the fact that the existence of 
large pulse intervals takes up an excessive amount of time, 

reducing the number of total pulses in a fixed servo cycle Ts. 
As a result, the effective discharge rate is reduced, which in 
turn affects the normal material removal process. Therefore, 
Toffadj

 cannot be excessively large. In this study, Toffadj
 is set to 

be twice the preset pulse interval Toff.

4  Verifications

4.1  Comparative experiment design

To verify the effectiveness of the FPCC method, compara-
tive experiments which with the FPCC method and tradi-
tional average voltage methods were designed and carried 
out. The machining experiments using the average voltage 
methods were still conducted on the experimental system 
shown in Fig. 3, and the servo cycle was Ts = 100 ms. Fig-
ure 10 shows the main control flow of the average voltage 
methods. Instead of counting discharge times, the FPGA 
acquires the gap voltage at each sampling point at a high fre-
quency (1/Tc, Tc = 2 μs). When a servo cycle ends, the aver-
age gap voltage of this cycle Ua is calculated and used for 
the FC. According to the number of voltage reference thresh-
olds, the subsequent control process can be divided into two 
methods: single threshold average voltage (1TAV) method 
and double threshold average voltage (2TAV) method. The 
1TAV method means that the average voltage is only com-
pared with one reference voltage Ur. When Ua ≥ Ur, the 
electrode is controlled to feed, otherwise it is controlled to 
retreat. In contrast, in the 2TAV method, two voltage thresh-
olds exist, i.e., Ur1 and Ur2. In addition to feed and retreat 

Fig. 8  f d(k) and rst(k) calculated according to Eqs. (5) and (6) during a drilling process

Fig. 9  Short-circuit rate under different Toffadj
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movements, when Ur1 < Ua < Ur2 is satisfied, the electrode 
will be controlled to stop moving for discharges [24].

Table 2 lists the parameters used in the comparative 
experiments. FC and FPCC denote the control methods pro-
posed in this study. FC refers to the FC method described 
in Sect. 2.3 without the pulse interval adjustment, whereas 
FPCC denotes the collaborative control method including 
both FC and PC. 1TAV and 2TAV are the two average volt-
age methods for comparison. For each method, two groups 
of parameters, P1 and P2, are selected for experiments, 
whereas the other conditions are consistent with those 
listed in Table 1. Sections 4.2 and 4.3 describe the results of 
through-hole experiments and high-aspect-ratio blind-hole 
drilling experiments, respectively.

4.2  Through‑hole drilling experiments

In the through-hole drilling experiments, the machined 
workpiece is a sheet with a thickness of 1 000 μm, and 
the total feeding depth of the electrode is set to 1 500 μm 
to reduce the taper of the hole by an extra feed process. 
Figure 11 shows the machining time, discharge frequency, 
and short-circuit rate values of the experiments using the 
four methods under the two groups of parameters. It can be 
seen from Fig. 11a that the machining times of the FC and 
FPCC methods are shorter than those of the average voltage 
methods. In detail, the machining time of the FC method is 
shortened by 21% compared to the 1TAV method and by 
12% compared to the 2TAV method. Similarly, the machin-
ing time of the FPCC method is also reduced by 17% and 
8% compared with the 1TAV method and 2TAV method, 
respectively. The direct reason for this result can be found in 
Figs. 11b and c. That is, the FC and FPCC methods have a 
higher discharge frequency and hence the material removal 
rate is improved. However, in the 1TAV and 2TAV meth-
ods, the short-circuit rate is relatively larger. The frequent 
short-circuit retreat movements of the electrode take up a 
significant amount of time, thereby reducing the machining 
efficiency.

Fig. 10  Flow chart of two average voltage methods

Table 2  Parameters used in comparative experiments

Method Parameter 1 (P1) Parameter 2 (P2)

FC DHT = 200 DHT = 250
FPCC DHT = 200, Toffadj

 = 12 μs DHT = 250, Toffadj
 = 12 μs

1TAV Ur = 20 V Ur = 25 V
2TAV Ur1 = 30 V, Ur2 = 10 V Ur1 = 30 V, Ur2 = 20 V
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It can also be found from Fig. 11c that compared with the 
FC method, the short-circuit rate of the FPCC method is fur-
ther reduced by 20%. This demonstrates that the PC strategy 
is effective. When the gap state tends to be short-circuited, 
the pulse interval is appropriately increased, thereby reduc-
ing harmful discharges. In addition, the short-circuit rate 
of the 2TAV method is further reduced by approximately 
8% compared to that of the 1TAV method. One possible 
reason is that the 2TAV method uses a discharge holding 
command similar to that used in the FC or FPCC method. 
This discharge holding process makes the electrode in an 
intermittent state rather than in a consecutive feeding state, 
improving the discharge probability and avoiding the short-
circuits caused by an excessive feeding process.

4.3  High‑aspect‑ratio blind‑hole drilling experiments

In high-aspect-ratio blind-hole drilling experiments, the 
thickness of the workpiece is large enough for blind-hole 
drilling and the total feeding depth of the electrode is set 
to 2 200 μm. Considering the diameter of an electrode and 
size of a discharge gap, the aspect ratio of the drilling hole is 
approximately in the range of 9–10, which can be regarded 
as a high-aspect-ratio drilling in micro-EDM. Figure 12 
shows the typical morphologies of the deep blind holes 
machined by the FPCC, 1TAV, and 2TAV methods, respec-
tively. It can be found that several over-eroded regions exist 
in the hole sidewalls machined using the 1TAV and 2TAV 
methods, whereas the sidewall machined using the FPCC 
method is relatively smooth. Usually, the appearance of the 
over-eroded regions is caused by abnormal discharges and 
the resulting frequent retreat movements [25]. Therefore, it 
can be demonstrated that compared with the average voltage 
methods, the FPCC method significantly reduces the short-
circuit retreat movements.

Figure 12 also shows the roughness of the top, middle, 
and bottom regions of the three holes, which were measured 

using an optical profile measuring instrument, the Alicona 
InfiniteFocus G5. In the middle and bottom regions of 
the holes, the roughness order is FPCC < 2TAV < 1TAV, 
indicating that the surface quality machined by the FPCC 
method is the best. In detail, the microscopic morphologies 
and roughness measurement curves of the middle regions 
are shown in Fig. 13. It can be found that no significant dif-
ferences exist in the morphologies of the single discharge 
craters generated using the three methods. This is because 
the experiments were all carried out using the same control 
system and the pulse power parameters were also the same. 
The differences in roughness in the three methods can be 
attributed to the differences in the crater density and crater 
distribution. As shown in Fig. 13, the roughness measure-
ment curves of the FPCC and 2TAV methods have relatively 
smaller fluctuations, whereas that of the 1TAV method 
exhibits several larger peaks. This shows that the distribution 
of the discharge craters machined using the 1TAV method is 
not as uniform and dense as those of the other two methods. 
One possible reason is that the discharge holding strategy 
in the FPCC and 2TAV methods provides a sufficient time 
for the discharge process to complete, thereby making the 
material removal more effective.

5  Discussions

5.1  Feed smoothness

To further explain the reasons for the different machining 
results, the feed smoothness during a machining process is 
discussed. Figure 14a shows the “feed position-machining 
time” curves of the FC, FPCC, 1TAV, and 2TAV methods 
during a group of high-aspect-ratio blind-hole drilling exper-
iments. In these curves, to distinguish between the effects of 
the FC and PC, the “pulse output close” operation in Fig. 5 

Fig. 11  Results of through-hole drilling experiments a machining time, b discharge frequency, and c short-circuit rate
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included in the FC and FPCC method is turned off. On the 
whole, it can be seen from Fig. 14a that the FC and FPCC 
methods have smoother feed curves and shorter machin-
ing times than the 1TAV and 2TAV methods. In detail, the 
feed curve of the FPCC method is smoother than that of 
the FC method, indicating that the application of the pulse 

interval adjustment strategy further reduces the probability 
of a short-circuit state. In contrast, many short-circuit retreat 
movements exist in the feed curves of the two average volt-
age methods. The morphologies of the hole sidewalls near 
these retreat movement positions usually exhibit excess ero-
sion, as shown in Figs. 14b and c. This explains the reason 

Fig. 12  Morphologies and roughness of blind holes machined by FPCC, 1TAV and 2TAV methods a global view of hole sidewalls, b SEM 
image of the over-eroded region in the 1TAV method, c SEM image of the over-eroded region in the 2TAV method
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Fig. 13  Roughness measurement results of the middle-region sidewalls in Fig. 12

Fig. 14  Typical “feed position-machining time” curves and morphologies of the sidewalls at the LDR position a feed curves of the FC, FPCC, 
1TAV and 2TAV methods, b sidewall morphology at LDR position in 1ATV method, c sidewall morphology at LDR in 2ATV method
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for the over-eroded sidewall phenomenon that occurs in the 
1TAV and 2TAV methods shown in Fig. 12.

It should be noted that the short-circuit retreat movements 
cannot and do not need to be completely eliminated. Even 
if in the FPCC machining experiments, short-circuits exist, 
as shown in Fig. 11c. However, it can be seen from Fig. 14 
that only a small range of retreat movements appear in the 
FPCC method, and its feed curve is relatively smooth. This 
means that only the consecutive short-circuits that have a 
significant impact on a feed process need to be taken into 
account. In this study, the concept of long-distance retreat 
(LDR), which represents the consecutive retreat movements 
over a large distance, is proposed. The number of LDRs 
NLDR during a drilling process is counted using Eq. (9).

where Ncr(j) represents the number of retreat movements 
in the jth consecutive short-circuit, and Hcr is the threshold 
for judging Ncr(j) as a LDR. In this study, the length of each 
retreat movement during one servo cycle is 1 μm. Therefore, 
Hcr = 5 means that when a consecutive retreat movement is 
larger than 5 μm, it is regarded as an LDR.

As shown in Fig. 14, the NLDR values of the FC, FPCC, 
1TAV, and 2TAV methods are 22, 9, 223, and 198, respec-
tively (Hcr = 5). This indicates that the feed smoothness of 
the FPCC method is the best and that of the 1TAV method 
is the worst, which explains the better machining quality and 
shorter machining time of the FPCC method. Furthermore, 
the NLDR values of each method in the through-hole drill-
ing experiments are also calculated, as shown in Fig. 15. 
It can be seen that the NLDR of the FC method is reduced 
by 68% compared to that of the 1TAV method and by 29% 
compared to that of the 2TAV method. Moreover, the NLDR 

(9)NLDR =

J∑
j=1

sgn(Ncr(j) − Hcr),

of the FPCC method is also reduced by 84% compared to 
that of the 1TAV method and by 64% compared to that 
of the 2TAV method. This further verifies that the FPCC 
method can effectively reduce the occurrence probability 
of LDRs. In the FPCC method, the existence of discharge 
holding process avoids aggressive feed movements. At the 
same time, the pulse interval adjustment strategy prevents 
possible abnormal discharges. Thanks to an accurate iden-
tification of the discharge pulse, the holding process can be 
carried out timely and accurately. Meanwhile, the effective-
ness of the pulse interval adjustment is also inseparable from 
the sequence analysis of the historical feed command data. 
Therefore, it can be concluded that the good cooperation 
between the FC and PC reduces the probability of long-
distance short-circuit retreat movements, thereby making the 
feeding process smoother.

5.2  Discharge sufficiency

The discharge sufficiency in this study refers to the degree of 
effective discharge in the spatial dimension, for example, the 
discharge times within a certain feeding depth. The results 
in Fig. 11b have already shown that the FPCC method has a 
higher discharge frequency compared to those of the 1TAV 
and 2TAV methods. That is the analysis result from the time 
dimension. To further analyze the relationship between the 
discharge rate and feeding process, the effective discharge 
times at different feeding positions are counted and shown 
in Fig. 16. The region between the two dotted lines in the 
figure represents a 100 μm feeding length, and the black 
square data point in this region indicates the average dis-
charge times of the 100 μm depth N

Δ

dis
.

It can be seen that the N
Δ

dis
 of the FPCC method is always 

maintained at a higher level compared to those of the other 
two methods. Specifically, the average discharge time in the 
FPCC method is 73% higher than that of the 1TAV method, 
and 40% higher than that of the 2TAV method. This can 
be explained by the effect of the discharge holding process 
in the FPCC method. As shown in the detailed diagram in 
Fig. 16, the feed curve of the FPCC method presents a step-
down feature. The small horizontal line in the feed curve 
indicates a waiting stage of the electrode. Only when the 
effective discharge time is lower than the DHT will the elec-
trode be controlled to continue feeding. This provides a suf-
ficient time for an effective discharge process. However, in 
the 1TAV method, as the average gap voltage Ua is either 
larger or less than Ur, the electrode is always in a moving 
state, feed or retreat. This results in a constant change of 
the gap distance and is not conducive to maintaining a sta-
ble discharge state. In the 2TAV method, although a dis-
charge holding process exists, the average discharge times 
are still low. This is because the discharge holding process 
in the 2TAV method is still determined by the gap average 

Fig. 15  NLDR of different methods in through-hole drilling experi-
ments (Hcr = 5)
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voltage Ua. The voltage averaging process causes a loss of 
the effective gap information and delay in the control tim-
ing. As a result, quite a few short-circuit retreat movements 
appear, as shown in the feed curve. In summary, it can be 
concluded that the discharge holding process in the FPCC 
method effectively increases the discharge rate and hence 
enables the sufficient erosion of the hole sidewall. This is 

one of the reasons for the better machining quality of the 
FPCC method.

To further study the influence of the discharge sufficiency 
on the machining quality, a group of milling experiments 
using the FPCC and 1TAV methods are carried out. The 
machining conditions used in the experiments are listed in 
Table 3. Compared with the drilling experiments, during the 

Fig. 16  Discharge times and feed curves in through-hole drilling experiments a using FPCC method, b using 1TAV method and c using 2TAV 
method
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milling experiments the feeding process of the electrode is 
changed to a lateral movement along the X-axis and Y-axis. 
Considering that the total milling length is small, no elec-
trode wear compensation along the Z-axis direction is per-
formed during machining. Specifically, the gap distance in 
the Z direction is constant at 3 μm. The milling results are 
shown in Fig. 17. It can be seen that the “flower” pattern 
machined using the FPCC method is clearer and has a better 
depth consistency. From the local detailed view shown in 
Figs. 17c and d, the groove milled using the FPCC method 
has a more uniform microscopic morphology than that of 
the 1TAV method. This indicates that the effective discharge 
time of the 1TAV method is relatively lower and hence the 
workpiece material cannot be sufficiently eroded.

The spatial distribution of effective discharge times 
shown in Fig. 18 can further explain the reasons for the dif-
ferent milling results of the two methods. In the process of 
plane milling, owing to a good debris-removal and fluid-
introduction environment, the collected gap average volt-
age is usually close to the open-circuit voltage. This makes 
the electrode in a state of consecutive and rapid feeding 
when using the 1TAV method. As a result, an insufficient 
discharge time exists between the electrode and workpiece. 
The discharge rate of the 1TAV method is lower, as shown in 
Fig. 18b. In contrast, in the FPCC method, the FC strategy is 
performed based on the effective discharge times. Thanks to 
the collaborative control system, the starting and ending tim-
ing of each pulse are known precisely. The method of detect-
ing the V1 falling edge to capture a normal discharge pulse 
is more sensitive than that using the average voltage. When 

an effective discharge state is detected, the electrode will be 
controlled to wait until no more discharges are generated 
at this position. This ensures a high discharge sufficiency 
during a machining process. Therefore, the discharge rate 
of the FPCC method is larger and the spatial distribution 
of discharge times is more uniform, as shown in Fig. 18a.

6  Conclusions

This study presents an FPCC method for micro-EDM. A 
collaborative control system integrating PC, gap detection, 
and FC is designed. On this basis, an FC strategy with dis-
charge holding process and forward-looking PC strategy for 
adjusting the pulse interval are proposed. Compared with 
the average voltage method, the FPCC method shortens the 
machining time by at least 8%, and also effectively avoids 
the over erosion of the hole sidewall. Below are some con-
clusions drawn from this study.

 (i) In terms of feed smoothness, the number of LDRs 
in the FPCC method is reduced by 64% compared 
to those in the 2TAV method. Moreover, in terms 
of the discharge sufficiency, the FPCC method 
increases the effective discharge time by 40%.

 (ii) The collaborative control of the electrode feed and 
pulse generation is effective in improving the 
machining efficiency and quality. Through a coop-
erative control mechanism, FC can be better per-
formed because the identification of the effective 
discharge pulses is more accurate. Meanwhile, the 
PC is also more effective, as the gap state prediction 
can be carried out using historical feed command 
data.

 (iii) The integrated control of the pulse output and gap 
detection can realize an accurate positioning of each 
discharge pulse. The discharge state identification 
based on this single-pulse detection strategy can 
obtain more discharge information than the tradi-
tional average voltage method.

In summary, the results of this study can be used for 
the control process optimization of micro-EDM, espe-
cially in some occasions where high machining quality is 
required. Moreover, the FPCC topology proposed in this 
study can also be adopted in other EDM processes, such 
as wire-EDM.

Table 3  Conditions used in milling experiments

Parameters Conditions

Open-circuit voltage/V 80
Discharge capacity/pF 4 700
Pulse on-time (Ton)/μs 4
Pulse interval (Toff)/μs 6
Workpiece material Stainless steel
Electrode material Tungsten carbide (–)
Electrode diameter/μm 200
Dielectric Deionized water
Spindle speed/(r·min–1) 2 000
Feeding axis X-axis and Y-axis linkage
Electrode compensation No Z-axis compensation
Gap distance/μm Constant at 3
DHT of FPCC method 150
Ur of 1TAV/V 25
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Fig. 17  Morphologies of a milled “flower” pattern a overall view of the pattern machined using the FPCC method, b overall view of the pattern 
machined using the 1TAV method, c local detail view of the red rectangle region in a, d local detail view of the red rectangle region in b 

Fig. 18  Spatial distribution of discharge times during milling process a using FPCC method, and b using 1TAV method
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